Editor’s Perception
Connect for Progress and not only for Grace
There are several Social Media available for communications on the Internet. Most of
these Social Media generate a lot of information and less knowledge. Of course we
all are responsible for that and not Social Media. The Social Media are playing their
role honestly and professionally. However, we need to examine our role in these
Social Media. The Social Media are means but not an end; we need to use these
Media to achieve our professional goals and objectives. It has been observed that
most of the time spent on Social Media for doing non-professionals activities. It is a
high time that we need to learn, use of the Social Media for our professional
development rather than only for connecting to professionals.
We are really fortunate to have several Social Media at our disposal round the clock
and at no cost. The concept of social connectivity is not new idea, as we all know
that ‘Man is a social animal.’

The earlier generations were also had social

connectivity in a limited way. However, they were exploiting such connectivity for
professional discussions, debates, to expand their vision, to clear doubts and so on.
The advancement and progress of Science today we enjoy is mainly achieved
through proper communication and professional connectivity. There are famous
discussions, debates (letters) still stored and preserved for the future generations in
several archives and libraries. The researchers still refer them and study them to
evolve new ideas or concepts to lead to new theories, principles and for the
development of profession/subject.
From today we must connect for progress and not for only grace. The professional
progress creates new knowledge and wisdom which is beneficial to the society. The
society honours such knowledge and respects the knowledge creators. It is the
responsibility of users of Social Media to create knowledge and only information in
order to demonstrate appropriate use of Social Media. Otherwise, the revolution
brought out by Social Media will not fetch any fruits to the society at large.
Therefore, we need to connect the Social Media for grace which should lead to
progress.
Let Us Connect for Progress!!!
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